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I plan to produce two more journals before the next AGM on 20 October, to complete the
target of 5 journals a year. This will complete what amounts to a volume and a quarter - 15

journals. It’s time for me to hand over the Editorial post. Actually it’s time for me to hand it over
again with a total of 33 Wessex journals (and several holiday journals) behind me. Although
producing the journal is a lot of work, it is rewarding and enjoyable, but cumulatively battle
fatigue displaces pleasure. I suspect that all my editorial predecessors have experienced this, and
speaking personally I find that the journal has rather taken over my leisure life. My wife sees it
like this !! So enough is enough and in any case the editor should change every so often: everyone
gets stale. A fresh brain, outlook, style, a new imagination,  can only benefit the club. I’ve taken
on the post twice; firstly from Jonathan
Williams and secondly from Pete Buckley.
Both times I inherited a thriving and regular
journal. I know that taking over from Jonathan
was more than intimidating: I didn’t know if I
even could produce a journal,
but someone had to volunteer.
Taking over from Pete Buckley
intimidated for a different
reason. I knew that I could produce the
journal, but whether I could match the
excellence of Pete’s output was another
matter altogether!
But, and this is the
vital point to
understand, each
new editor is totally
and absolutely the master of the post. The editor does not have to reproduce a clone of his
predecessor’s output. Whoever steps up in October has a completely free hand. The journal
doesn’t have to be gaudily coloured, glossy, or 24 pages. The Wessex had its first colour page
to mark the issue of the Swildons Book, in 2007, and the first full colour journal was the 80th

anniversary issue in 2014...... and a perfectly satisfactory monochrome edition for all the previous
years. It has, however, become vastly easier and quicker to compile, and cheaper to print. Early
editors struggled with “Paste-Ups” of duplicator sheets;  now I can hand on a spectacularly good
DTP programme should my successor want one. I can also offer whatever technical help or
instruction might be needed. This gives somebody 6 months to master the beastie and take over
from me.

The word “Beastie” reminds me that we were twice visited by the “Beast from the East”
with Eastwater lane being cut on 2nd and 3rd of March before the second visitation on 18th

of March. This coincided with a Committee meeting. Colin and Aubrey were away, but
all the others made it, although Frank was rescued from Green Ore by Wayne, whose
Range Rover proved marginally superior to Frank’s Porsche in the snow! Paul and Becky
fatally delayed their post-meeting departure, and were trapped when snowdrifts closed
Eastwater Lane. Apart from providing one of the more extraordinary Journal covers Ali’s
photographs show that Swildons was not going to be the usual quick stroll over the fields,
and that Lime Kiln would have presented a similar challenge to Brimble Pit. Access to

Snow at Upper Pitts  Page 10
New Library Additions Page 11
Log-Book Extracts   Page 12
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Upper Pitts was on foot (or snowshoes), with Eastwater Lane being snowdrifted into impassability. One has to admire
the dedication of the Brimble Pit diggers!  Photographs (from Ali Moody) on page 10.

5 Journals a year is roughly one every 10 weeks, but it is almost impossible (and creates much extra work) to operate
with  absolutely fixed dates. Content material comes in irregularly..... and sometimes not at all.... It is always tempting
to wait for a promised article.  Journal 345 had a near surfeit of content, and although I have delayed this journal, it is
somewhat ‘content-lite’. This does, however allow much more space for the Upper Pitts Log-Book extracts, which were
becoming ever more adrift from the actual account dates. The Log-Book is also the one way in which everyone,
unwittingly, contributes to this journal, and records the history of the Wessex, its personalities and activities, so
reproducing it here (in legible form......!) needs neither excuse nor justification.

Noel

Ed: In an ideal world, events and their reportage would be as close as possible. For technical reasons I was slow
compiling Kevin’s surveys and descriptions from last summer’s expedition to Evia, reported in Journal 344, then

there was simply not enough space to include them in Journal 345. I’ll retreat behind the trite “Better late than never”.The
surveys on pages 4 and 5 should individually be headed with these photocopied attributions.

Papalakos
Parking up there is a 20-minute walk to the cave. From the ridge line you drop down to a dry stream-bed. Tree trunks
and logs strewn along the stream are testament to some serious winter water. The entrance is a large rift that opens up
as you drop down. The rope descends through impressive rifts until it drops into the start of the meanders. These aren’t
particularly torturous, and the end pitch drops out down lovely flowstone into roomy passage. Heading downstream the
passage is large with the exception of wading through one pool with plenty of rotting things floating in it! Clean washed
flow stone and gour pools follow. The rigging starts with a Tyrolean and then bounces down and down. Eventually the
passage narrows and the last big pitch approaches. There is an interesting traverse out to a window and the bottom part
of the pitch is spray soaked. Then the end starts. The floor gets muddier and muddier and the ceiling drops down.
Eventually a sump pool arrives - now muddy as the disturbed water reaches the sump before you can!

Mileas
A walk down a track past a small farm, through a big field of bracken and then down through the woods leads to a large
rift that opens up.  On the surface the trees washed along the stream are testament again to the winter water. An awkward
belay round a tree begins the descent.  The cave rapidly opens up into a large chamber followed by a further short drop.
Heading round to the left leads to lofty avens but the way on is a crawl (might have to be dug open) down through coarse
sand on the right.  This is not particularly long and the passage eventually arrives at the top of a very large pitch.  This
is broken at the top (beware of lose rock) but finishes with a lovely free-hang.  Numerous little pitches follow in good
stream passage.  However, the inevitable arrives as the mud appears and the cave closes down.



dEsCriptions and survEys of papalakos and MilEa  by kEvin Hilton.

Papalakos
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Dear Committee.
For discussion at the next committee meeting please.

All conservation groups are now calling for a reduction on the use of plastics, I would therefor like the committee to
consider stop using plastic envelops to send out the journal. I am aware they are used to help keep down postage costs,
but as a responsible organisation who's aims are for conservation as well as for caving in general we can do our bit to
reduce plastic waste.

Yours to the final boulder choke with no scaffolding.
Pete Hann.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Dear Pete,

Your letter was discussed at the committee meeting, and it provoked a genuinely interesting debate. I have volunteered
to write a formal reply; actually my pleasure. Whatever this immediate response, the subject could be raised at the AGM
because we have been looking at the overall picture of costs of the journal distribution. It’s no bad thing to stop, step
back, and look at what we are doing and how, when it comes to expenditure on items such as the journal.

The plastic envelopes have, as you point out, an ecological drawback in their use and re-cycling. The ecological cost
needs to be seen in the context of the alternative paper envelope. There is an accepted theorem that the cost of any
manufactured and distributed article is the total cost of the energy needed to produce it. A paper envelope costs more
than a plastic one, therefore it has incurred a greater energy cost. It’s also true that in other respects  paper envelope
production  is more ecologically damaging than a plastic one (in terms of trees and waste/by-products as opposed to
petro-chemical extraction). So the problem arises in the disposal of the plastic envelope and our growing awareness that
discarded plastic of any sort is cumulatively becoming a major environmental problem. Logically, the less plastic we
use, the less will migrate, as it were, into the environment after use. Coming back to the specific issue of the Wessex
using plastic envelopes, our members can mitigate the potential problem by recycling conscientiously. This is becoming
easier for all forms of plastic, but in particular for the envelope type of thin film (not “Cling”), as some companies now
provide recycling bins for this, and undoubtedly the population as a whole, and our local authorities, are increasingly
aware that such recycling is an absolute necessity. There is a brilliantly helpful website at:  www.recyclenow.com/Recycle-
Plastic.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I would like to put this correspondence into the Journal, and stress that our plastic envelopes  can be reused for  office
filing, and even for food storage (once!). On balance, I think we are justified in continuing to use the plastic envelopes,
and they have made a significant reduction in the cost of the journal as distributed. The figures are below, but for
convenience I have done the calculations for 250 posted  journals, and not in precise details (I will for the AGM).
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
For simplicity I have worked on 250 UK postings and ignored the overseas ones.
Postage will rise from     £ 0.76 to £1.22 so an additional £11.50 per issue, £57.50  per annum
Paper envelopes cost      £22  per 250   so £4.00 per issue,                        £20.00  per annum
(Plastic envelopes cost   £18   per 250)

If we were to write off the current stock of plastic envelopes... approx     £80
Loss of advertising.                   £300
First year cost.                £457.50
Subsequent years, approximately              £377.50
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Best Wishes,
Noel
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New  Members
Members of the Wessex Cave Club are not unknown for busticating themselves in a variety of imaginative ways

from simply caving or cave diving to falling off climbs or bicycles. The risk comes with our hobbies. It seems
cruelly unfair that one of us should be very badly injured in circumstances completely beyond her control. We welcomed
Gemma Smith as a new member in Journal 345. She now writes, on-line:
 “Last month I was visiting friends in The Faroe Islands. As my buddy Barbara and I walked home we were hit by a
car. It turns out an elderly gentleman had had an aneurism at the wheel of his car. He's foot slipped onto the accelerator
and the vehicle came with full force at the two of us. Barbara got clipped on the side and broke several ribs, but by an
unlucky throw of the dice I got hit straight on. The impact sent me flying through the air and straight into a signpost,
causing massive facial damage. That is the least of my worries though! The accident caused two fractured vertebrae in
my neck, a broken tailbone, a small bleed on the brain, and two shattered legs. Two weeks in intensive care later in The
Faroes I was well enough to return to the UK. Another week in hospital and I am finally home. I had hoped the worst
was behind me, but not quite yet!! My right leg has rejected the implant and I need further surgeries to try and save my
leg. Strangely enough though I still see so many positives!!! I am alive, I have my mental strength still, and I WILL
dive again!! My life may be different, but its not worse. This is just a chance to start again and build a new life for
myself. Being brave isn't not being scared, its being scared and doing it anyway.”

We wish her the best possible recovery, and on a happier note welcome the following new members:

Paula Mortimer
David Thorneywalk

.... and while a few years short of  full membership, a special welcome to two new club arrivals.

Edward John Hilton on 03 January. 9 lbs 1 oz Emily Richardson. “Emilybob” on   02 February.  7 lbs 9 oz.
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It was a fine winters morning following the Wells Carnival - the Wessex was full of guests and members, with
a fantastic atmosphere. Being on the rather aqueous sides of weekends, because rain in Somerset is rare don’t

you know! Bill Nix, Matthew Wire and myself (Becky Varns) found ourselves drinking tea in the hut with Mendip
underground plotting our plan of attack. Swildons was busy according to the call out board, Eastwater (also known
as Eastwhere) was not a high contender, Manor Farm swallet – ah another busy day down there with lots of cavers
going. GB waterfall would be spectacular with a bit of water, alas we knew of a group or twenty frequenting it this
day. Then posed the question “Where haven’t we been?” We need something suitable for a Sunday trip, I know,
Cuckoo Cleeves.
Isn’t the air bad in there? It can be but so can Manor Farm, we can always turn around and exit. What tackles
required? A short ladder (with life line) and a short handline at most. Perfect, let's grab our kit and go caving. Well
maybe after another cup of tea.
After much faffing, kit loaded, photographic kit loaded we set off in Matts truck (yes we could have walked, I
know), overshooting the parking place and quick turn around we shortly found ourselves stomping across a muddy
field to the entrance. Well so we hoped, the interpretation of the guide book was somewhat hazy, then with Matt’s
keen eye we located the entrance. I have to say as entrances go this one is well engineered (tips helmet to the
builders).
Sending the short blonde one first (me),  I set off down the ladder (with life line as it had been a while since I was
on a ladder) and in no time at all I was at the bottom and promptly Matt and Bill followed. We were straight in to
some steeply descending passage, with lots of shells and fossils. It was like I had been transported in to Eastwater
with different rock (I’m no geologist, just a chemist). After a little meandering passage, we arrived at what was
more of a bold step then a climb which looked pretty easy travelling on the down, when gravity is on your side.
Stepping over and on to the top of Canyon, where the passage changed shape again, a nice flat roof, just like the
survey and guide book suggested.
The air starting to get a bit thin but nothing too difficult at this point, I was wondering if I was just unfit and warm,
I guess not! Since the air was still okay we had a poke around at the top of the canyon and began the climb down.
Then we were back into meandering passage with pebbles in, some interesting rock and scalloping. The passage
descended to a small, well smaller than me routes off, prospectively looking like a dig or a route to the lake. The
thinnest of the group, Mr Wire, went prospecting down the holes to see where they led, as the air started to get
thinner. After a short conflab we turned our heels and headed skywards, with Bill stopping to take a few snaps on
route. Thin air on the way down is one thing, thin air on the way out is another, noted for next time.

The bold step or climb as the book referenced was not obvious on the ascent through the cave (by virtue of the fact
we didn’t install a handline, even despite having brought it for this bit), so thin air and having limited cave route
awareness I struggled to find the route up until Bill promptly pointed at the glaringly obvious hole I needed to
climb. So, it would appear gravity was against me, as well as the air, so Bill kindly instated a handline so I could
step over the descending cave below back in the direction of the surface. When we surfaced Matt was basking in
the fresh air.
We promptly de-rigged and trundled back across the fields enjoying the easterly (?) wind that was forcing great
amounts of fresh air down into our lungs.  In hindsight the entrance and route to it seemed somewhat obvious, but
then most things do.
Once back at the hut we passed some fellow cavers, one who I later found out was the owner of the patch of the
land to Cuckoo Cleeves <Tips helmet at Mr Starsmore>. We reported back the air quality and I said wishingly  I’d
like to return feeling thinner and reach the lake. Only time will tell.
Later talking to Ali Moody, she imparted some excellent advice about when is a good time to visit Cuckoo Cleeves,
after the first frost and when the air temperature is cold. Again, in hindsight it seems obvious but a useful tip to
anyone reading this in future who is not a seasoned caver.
So all in all a great trip with some great snaps and a rather verbose article for such a little cave. Enjoy!!

Cuckoo  Cleeves  - a classic trip.

Rebecca  Varns
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The Beast from the East

Photos by Ali  or
Pete Moody

Mon 19/03/2018 07:37
From Paul Wilman:
Currently the snow is up to the
height of the walls between the end
of the driveway and Eastwater
Farm..........   We've put the kettle
on :)

Mon 19/03/2018 15:17
From Barry Wilkinson
Drove past the end of Eastwater
Lane half an hour ago and it was
still blocked. Anyone at the hut
will have to hope that Stephen
Gibbons comes to your rescue.
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CoMMittEE and adMin inforMation

Hatstand would like some of that elusive, rare and valuable commodity  known as “Feedback” about
the current range of Wessex merchandise, and in particular, special requests for new items. Please have
a look at the sales catalogue items, sizes and colours, buttonhole Hatstand, and bend his ear...... I promise
you he will be delighted!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

30 wooden coat hangers have been put in the drying room and most of the flimsy wire or plastic variety have been removed.
The crossbar on the new wooden ones is a bit weak, so we will be reinforcing them as soon as possible.

Just a reminder to members, but more particularly for members to inform visitors, that the bench and coat-hook side of
the changing room is the “Dry” side, and nobody should hang wet overalls or other caving clothes over the benches. Much
more importantly, ensure that nobody ever washes their overalls in the showers. Muddy grit will seriously damage our
sewage system.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

As at 26th April 2018

Bristol Exploration Club ‘Belfry Bulletin’ 61, 3, 4 (562, 563) (Summer, Autumn 2017)
BCRA Cave and Karst Science 44, 2 (Aug 2017), 44, 3 (Dec. 2018) (Translation of Martel’s account of
the first descent of Gaping Gill 1985), 45, 1 (April 2018) (T.R. Shaw biography) Annual Review 2016
Chelsea S.S. N/L 59 7/8/9, 10,11,12 (Jul-Sep., Oct, Nov, Dec. 2017) 60 1/2/3 (Jan-Mar 2018)
CNCC N/L 6, 7 (Aug. 2017, Feb. 2018))
Craven Pothole Club ‘Record’ 127, 128 (Jul., Oct. 2017)
Derbyshire Caver 146, 147 (Aut. 2017, Winter 17/18)
Descent 258 (Oct/Nov 2017) (Stock Hill Mine Cave, Memories of Sludge),
259 (Dec. 17 / Jan. 18) 260 (Feb./Mar 2018), 261 (Apr./May 2018) (CSCC locks, Brimble Pit, Spider Hole)
Grampian S.G. ‘Bulletin’ 5th Series 2, 3, 4 (Oct. 2017, Mar. 2018))
Irish Speleology 23 (Oct 2017) (Selected accounts of Irish caves 1680 – 1893)
Luola (Finland ) May 2017
MCG ‘News’ 381 (Aug. 2017), 382 (Nov 2017) (Pearl Mine)
MNRC N/L 148 (Winter 2018)
N.S.S. ‘News’ (USA) 75, 8, 9, 11, 12 (Aug., Sep., Nov., Dec 2017) 76, 1, 2, 3, 4 (Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr,
2018) (Jan: Chris Jewell diving in Huautla Resurgence, Mexico) Journal of Cave and Karst Studies 79, 3
(Dec. 17), 80, 1 (March 2018)
UBSS N/L  3, 16 (Summer 2014),  75 9 (Sep. 2017)
White Rose P.C. N/L 36, 3 (Sep. 2017). 37  1 (March 2018)
Allshorn S. & Swire P. Northern Caves – ‘The Three Counties System and the North-West’ (2017)
Labegalini J.A. Fifty Years of the UIS 1965 – 2015 Zalozba ZRC (2015)
Waltham A. & Lowe D. (Eds.) Caves and Karst of the Yorkshire Dales Vol. 2 The Caves (2017)
Proc. Som. Arch. & Nat. Hist. Soc. Vol. 158 (2105)
The Wessex Caving Logbooks 1946 – 2017 are now on the computer, in the Archive Folder.  They will in
due course be available on the MCRA website.
Photograph of J.M. (Mike) Boon. Photographed and Donated by M.J. Baker

rECEnt  library  additions
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Saturday July 8 2017 Reservoir Hole Mike K, Sam
Drake, Louise Kent, Megan Landon

Took the ladies for a trip to the Frozen Deep, quick look
at Golgotha and a peek into Potter’s Heaven area. 4 ½
hrs.  Mike

Sunday July 9 2017 Sludge Pit Mike K

Drilling more holes again. 8 done, 7 at about 600mm
and 1 at about 400mm. The dust, combined with the
draughting hole in the floor caused a major
smokescreen. On the way out my drill cap fell off the
bit holder. I was just coming up the first rift/tube out of
Strike and it bounced away down. Followed it and ended
up in a hole which looks like a steep, recently active
stream passage. Found 3 bat skeletons, untouched.
Pulled out rocks, got about 6' down, head first before I
got my cap back. Easily lower than Strike Chamber floor
and continuing. Mike

Sunday July 9 2017 Sludge Pit John Cooper, Gary
Kieley, Steve Sharp, Barry Weaver.

In via Shale Series etc. before across to Maze and down
to the first puddle. Back out via Aragonite Rift, apart
from Barry, who used the by-pass. 2hrs. John

Saturday July 8 2017 Swildons   Footleg, Sarah Bischiff,
Josh Benton

Resurvey Project. Continued the main streamway
resurvey with Disto X2 & PDA. This trip we covered
from the Double Pots down the inclined rift to the
bottom end of Barne’s Loop. Sarah and Josh’s first ever
survey trip, so another two trained for future surveys.
We left tie-in points at either end of Barne’s Loop to
survey that another time. Then visited Sump 1 to warm
up before heading out.  No water flowing inside the
blockhouse entrance at all. Interesting to see the Rolling
Thunder inlet still flowing the same as it was on wetter
days earlier in the year. Today it provided almost as
much water as was coming down the 8' climb. Paul

Sunday July 9 2017 Swildons Footleg and son Adam
(9)

We went down to see the other groups going down the
20 (including Adam’s sister, Natalie). Then  Adam and
I headed out, led by Adam who took us up the Wet Way
into the Upper Oxbow via Butcombe Chamber and the

small link back to Showerbath. Then out via the
chamber under the entrance chamber (more small
crawls!), and climbed up the rift to emerge at the start
of the Zig Zag route. Adam running ahead and Dad
overheating and struggling to keep up! A great Father-
and-Son day out. Paul

Sunday July 9 2017 Swildons Peter Hall, James Lord
(11).

Went down to Sump 2. Had a good time, even though
I got cold, but I went up and down the Landing which
warmed me up a lot. Came back freezing but happy.
By the way, the entrance has been peed in. Yuk. James

Sunday July 9 2017 18 Acre Swallet Maurice,
Jonathan, Barr, Murray

Annual trip to 18 Acre. Got some video, didn’t get
stuck!! Maurice

Tuesday July 11 2017 Spider Hole James Collings,
Barry Weaver, Ade & Jude VdeP, John Cooper.

Hauled 42 loads up 4 Tonne Shaft. Still some left. 2hrs.
John

Wednesday July 12 2017 Lime Kiln Dig John Cooper,
Aubrey Newport

5 holes (14mm X 500mm) drilled and fired. 2 hrs.
John

Thursday July 13 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper,
Damon Fentham

John took me to have a look at Spider Hole for the first
time. We travelled all the way down to the dig site at
the very bottom.  I elected to use my SRT kit for some
well-needed practice. Beforehand, when John said to
me that it was mainly vertical, I didn’t think it would
be that vertical! Respect to the diggers, I have no idea
how they manage to haul the spoil out from the bottom
of the dig. Damon

Thursday July 13 2017  Swildons Bean, Jo, Iona

Pleasant doddle down to Sump 1. Iona complaining
about a cracked / broken rib. I though women were
hard! Bean

Extracts from the Log-Book
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Saturday July 15 2017 LVS Ali Moody, Pete Buckley,
Mike Kushy, John Cooper, Geoff Newton.

Cleared more flood debris out of the end of Tennis
Ball Rift, and stashed in containers at the base of Main
Rift, ready for hauling out next weekend. Also drilled
and banged at the bottom of PSS Rift to increase the
size of the Mousehole Rift. Ali

Saturday July 15 2017 Swildons Pete Hall, Max Fisher

Down to Sump 12. B****y knackered! Pete

Sunday July 16 2017 Swidons Bean, Jacob

SRT Training for Greece on the old 40 with Jacob.
He survived and is now ready as can be... what could
possibly go wrong....?? Bean

Wednesday July 19 2017 Swildons Tony Harris, Judy
Bannister

Trip to the Black Hole to see if is still there. It is.
Forgot how muddy the passage is. Fine trip, not much
water.  Tony

Tuesday July 18 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper, Will
Reed, Ade VdeP, Barry Weaver.

Adrian was late arriving, as he had a fire call, but we
managed to remove all the spoil from the bottom shaft.
2 1/4 hrs.  John

Wednesday July 19 2017 Lime Kiln Dig John
Cooper, Aubrey Newport

Cleared spoil from face, then more spoil created.
2 hrs. John

Saturday July 22 2017 LVS John Cooper, John
Gisborne, Geoff Newton, Ali Moody, Mike Kushy,
Pete Buckley

Cleared 41 loads of flood debris from TB Rift, then
cleared 31 loads of bang debris from PSS. The
mousehole we enlarged last week is now a shrewhole.
Cave drippy and more so when drip carrier diverted.
This made it exceptionally unpleasant to drill holes
and then lay charges.  Ended up very cold and wet.
Dig face looks......... ! 5 hrs. Pete

Sunday July 23 2017 Swildons John Cooper, Lee
Hawkswell.

Went and bailed the Mud Sump. Only three buckets
before sponge required. 1 1/4 hrs. John

Monday July 24 2017 Spider Hole Duncan Atkinson, John
Cooper, NikNak, Tony Seddon, Will Reed, Ade & Jude
VdeP.

42 loads hauled up 4 tonne shaft, while Adrian built up the
top wall with another mix of cement. 2 1/4 hrs. John

Wednesday July 26 2017 Lime Kiln Dig John Cooper,
Aubrey Newport, Barry Wilkinson

Cleared 30 loads from the bottom of the railway. About 10
more to do.  1 ½ hrs. John

Sunday July 30 2017 Swildons John Cooper, Lee
Hawkswell, Barry Weaver

Trip to Sump 2. Someone had been dam building
downstream of Sump 1, now removed and back to natural
state.  1 1/4 hrs. John

Monday July 31 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper, NikNak,
Barry Weaver.

NikNak carried some additional cement in, as we were very
low. 3 mixes of mortar done (lower top wall and bottom
wall). No cement and only one load of sand remain in the
cave. New pulley for  ledge in 4 tonne shaft requires
re-modelling. 1 ½ hrs. John

Friday August 4 2017 / Sunday August 6 2017 Hut
Working Weekend

Simon on tower re-build with Les and Frank. Elsewhere
de-moulders, painters, Ali, John C, Barry, Aubrey, Tommo,
Bean, Noel, John Thomas, Phil Hendy, Wendy & Marion
(on Worker- Refuelling duties!). Lots of painting, mainly
in changing and shower rooms, kitchen ceiling courtesy of
Ali (!). Marvellous warm sunny evening for the workers
BBQ (thanks, as always to Jonathan and Marion). Colin
Shapter was absent but had already done a lot of painting
the previous week. Good to see Brian (Phil and Sheila
brought him out for the day).

Saturday August 5 2017 Brimble Pit Pete Buckley, Ali
Moody.

Quick trip to remove the bang wire and inspect the results
of the last bang. Ali

Saturday August 5 2017 LVS Pete Buckley, John Gisborne,
Ali Moody.

John started the cementing work on the boulders half-way
down the main rift. Ali and Pete cleared some of the debris
out of PSS Rift, before PB drilled two holes ready for the
next charge. Ali
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Sunday August 6 2017 Swildons John Cooper, Steve
Sharp, Roz Simmonds.

Down to Sump 2. Sump 1 had 5 cms of airspace today.
1 hr.20 mins. John

Monday August 7 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper,
NikNak, Barry Weaver.

John took his Bosch drill in, and the pulley hanger at
the top of 4 Tonne Shaft was replaced with a stainless
steel one supplied by Tony Seddon. We then hauled 42
loads up the shaft to test it out. Finally removed the
deviation pulley from the ledge in 4 Tonne Shaft to get
details that can be passed on to Nigel Graham so that a
replacement can be fabricated. 2 ½ hrs. John

Wednesday August 9 2017 Lime Kiln Dig John Cooper,
Aubrey Newport

3 more holes drilled, then 5 charged and fired. Spoil
removal next time. 1 ½ hrs. John

Saturday August 12 2017 LVS Ali Moody, Pete
Buckley, John Cooper, Geoff Newton

Clearing debris from PSS Rift. 18 loads out to surface.
A similar amount out to Triassic Tunnel; stored in
buckets to take out next time. 4 hrs. Geoff

Sunday August 13 2017 Sandford Levy Emily and
Jonathan Williams, Maurice Hewins

Emily took her Dad and Maurice to Sandford Levy. Nice
nest of cave pearls and groups of mini-gours still in good
condition near paths, as is the end “Grotto”.  Still
remains of WW2, Home Guard auxiliary unit if you look
hard. Bits of wood, chicken wire, nails in the dry section
beyond the Great Rift. Also broken glass bottles and
some sort of textile - possibly mattress cover, or kit-
bags. More video to edit later. Maurice

Monday August 14 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper,
Barry Weaver

All spoil removed from the pit. Deviation pulley in Four
Tonne Shaft refitted. 1 ½ hrs. John

Thursday July 27 2017 - Wednesday August 2 2017
Event de Mirandol Derek Sanderson, Terry Waller.

Previous attempts to bottom this cave had been thwarted
by tackle problems. This time we successfully rigged
the 7 pitches, the last three using ladders.  Also passed
the “Snug” crawls and got into the impressive and
atmospheric Main Drain. Didn’t have time to explore

the 3k of passage upstream, but made the downstream
sump. Very memorable trip. 4hrs.
 Other caves visited: Saut de Pucelle, Igue du
Fennet, Grotte de la Fromagerie, Igue du Cruzate and
Grotte de Garnie.  Derek

Sunday August 27 2017 St Cuthberts Keith & Derek
Sanderson

Good tourist trip via the old route. 3 hrs. Derek

Thursday August 17 2017 Swildons Bean, Jo, Darren

Pleasant rumble around Swildons “Round Trip” with
minimal bailing at the Double Troubles for Jo. Jo
decided that the third duck would be better attempted
feet first! Which worked, but maybe not again. Bean

Friday August 18 2017 Swildons Bean, Jacob

Jacob led down to Sump 1 via the Long Dry Way and
out Short Dry. Then out for tea and cakes. Bean

Saturday August 19 2017 (AM) Sludge Pit Geoff
Newton, Mike Kushy, Ali Moody

Banging the end of Mud Tube Dig. (PM) Geoff
Newton, Mike Kushy.  Clearing spoil from the
morning: not much damage done. Geoff

Saturday August 19 2017 Mitchell’s Dig John
Cooper, Ade & Jude VdeP, Pete Hann, Barry
Wilkinson.

24 loads hauled to the surface from the intermediate
stacking space. More spoil created at the bottom. 1 ½
hrs. John

Sunday August 20 2017 Swildons John Cooper,
Steve Sharp, Roz Simmonds, Barry Weaver.

To look at the end dig in Vicarage Passage. No
change from when I last looked, several years ago! 2
/4 hrs. John

Monday August 21 2017 Sludge Pit Geoff, Iona,
Mike Kushy

My first time in Sludge Pit. I enjoyed the variety of
passages, from crawling and squeezing to some nice
climbs and a few slides. We went through 4 Pots Rift,
then Skeleton Passage off the Main Rift, down to the
sump. Approx 2 hrs. And up Aragonite to strike and
out. Some surprising beauty amongst the mud..... Iona
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Monday August 21 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper,
Will Reed, Ali Moody, NikNak, Ade VdeP

While NikNak carried a bag of cement in, the rest of us
went to the bottom, drilled three holes and created spoil
ready for next week. 2 hrs. John

Tuesday August 22 2017 LVS Ali Moody, Pete Buckley

Trip to drill and bang the Northern end of PSS Rift. On
the walk back met up with the third member of the team
who had gone to the wrong dig (Brimble Pit) by mistake
instead of joining us in LVS! Ali

Monday August 21 2017 Sludge Pit Mike Kushy

Drilling holes. 12 of them (or a dozen of the other!). Mike

Tuesday August 22 2017 Sludge Pit Mike Kushy, Ali
Moody, Pete Buckley

Thanks to Pete Buckley and Ali Moody for this one. A
lengthy session placing bang, all 12 holes filled and one
stick. Great noise and shock.  Mike

Thursday August 24 2017 Rhino Rift Mike Kushy, Steve
Church, Dave Ball (Both MCG).

To the bottom. 3 ½ hrs. Mike

Thursday August 24 2017 Hunters Hole Damon & Liam
Fentham

An afternoon of SRT Practice. Damon

Friday August 25 2017 His Lordship’s Hole &
Attborough Swallet  Damon & Liam Fentham

In His Lordship’s Hole we followed the stream down until
we found a squeeze that appeared too tight to get through.
In Attborough Swallet we had a good look around and
then went down Nasty Nasty. The air quality at this point
didn’t seem good, so we decided to make our way out.
By the  time we’d done both caves we were covered from
head to toe in mud. Great fun. Damon

Wednesday August 23 2017 Lime Kiln Dig John Cooper,
Aubrey Newport.

5 X 10mm holes drilled and spoil created.  1 ½ hrs John

Friday August 25 2017 Sludge Pit Mike Kushy, Geoff
Newton.

Clearing spoil from the mega-bang of the 22nd August
back to the middle chamber. Still more to come out. Geoff

Saturday August 26 2017 LVS John Cooper, Geoff
Newton, Lee Venning, Pete Buckley, Ali Moody

Cleared the stacked debris and then cleared last
week’s bang. This exposed a sludgy vertical rifty
gloopy thing into which you can put your arm. There
was a bit of an undercut void - in which there are
small boulders (you can get your arm  in). We then
cleared Tuesday’s debris. This shows a small rift -
again you can get your arm into it. John drilled 4
lovely holes ** . These were then charged, very
easily, before setting them off. 63 loads out. 5ish
hours. ** John also continued his cementing in the
boulder choke. Lots done today! This is the most
interesting LVS has been for years... sludgy, mud and
water... Yippeee Pete

Saturday August 26 2017 Reservoir Hole Mike
Kushy, Tarquin, Morgan, Dave (All SWCC).

Trip to the Frozen Deep and Golgotha. Many
photographs taken, hopefully some good ones for the
journal. A dozen or so bats coming out of the entrance
crawl. 5 ½ hours. Mike

Sunday August 27 2017 Swildons John Cooper, John
Gisborne, Roz Simmonds, Barry Weaver.

Down the Black Hole. Still lots of airspace in Sump
1. Nobody else in the cave. 2 1/4 hrs. John

Sunday August 27 2017 Sludge Pit Mike Kushy,
Geoff Newton

Clearing more spoil. Intermediate to Strike Chamber
(Strike spoil pit looking almost full). On to the dig
face, cleared back, then Geoff left me to it. Hammer
and chisel, prying some big rock away for 2 hours.
Another session to clear this. Sound of running water
coming from the ongoing  rift. Smoke test and the
draught is definitely stronger ahead. As tempting as
it is to bang down the rift on the right, I don’t believe
that this is our way on. I think this cross rift could
head back to the Main Rift (but I could be wrong). 5
½ hrs. Mike

Monday August 28 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper
Ade & Jude VdeP.

Moved spoil from the very bottom up to the bottom
of Four Tonne Shaft for an hour. All looked at the
bottom before coming out. Still lots more spoil at the
bottom! 2 hrs. John
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Tuesday August 29 2017 LVS Pete Buckley, Ali
Moody

An hour spent working at the Northern dig at the base
of PSS Rift. Pete managed to create quite a deep hole
with a hammer and chisel, but it is still not possible to
get a view along the open tube. More holes drilled and
banged. 3 1/4 hr digging session. Ali

Thursday August 31 2017 Sludge Pit + Thrupe Lane
Swallet. Mike Kushy

AM. Sludge. 6 holes drilled @ 600, 3 at @ 400.
PM. Thrupe with Oli N (BEC), Neil J & Dave B
(MCG).Perseverance, then a look at Hobnail Hole
connection, back up to Butts, Marble Streamway, look
at the window that comes out above Slither Pot.  Mike

Friday September 1 2017 Sludge Pit Mike Kushy, Geoff
Newton

Continuing the clearance of the mega-bang of 22 August.
Probably one more session to finish the job. Geoff

Saturday September 2 2017 LVS Pete Buckley, Mike
Kushy, Ali Moody, Geoff Newton.

A very hard session clearing the debris from the last two
bangs out of the PSS Rift.  The small passage heading
North from the wet dig appears to be an inlet.  This may
be the overflow from Tennis Ball Rift. The
“Downstream” dig is full of organic mud in a small
vertical rift. This was drilled and banged before leaving.
5 hr session.  Ali

Sunday September 3 2017 Swildons John Cooper, Roz
Simmonds, Barry Weaver

Quick trip to Sump 1. Water level still low. 1 ½ hrs. John

Sunday September 3 2017 Swildons Aaron & Jamie
Varley, Jim Burridge.

Swildons down the Wet Way to the 20, up the Long Dry
Way. Jamie’s 4th. Trip... confidence building. Aaron

Monday September 4 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper,
Will Reed, NikNak, Tony Seddon, Ade VdeP, Barry
Weaver

Two bags of sand taken in, so three now there. 42 loads
of spoil hauled up Four Tonne Shaft to clear it ready for
more from the bottom. 1 ½ hrs. John
PS. JC accidentally locked his keys in his car after
digging. Managed to get spare house key, which let him
collect spare car key and still made it to the pub! Many
thanks to BW for being chauffeur!

Wednesday September 6 2017 Eastwater John Cooper,
Damon Fentham

A leisurely afternoon stroll down to Eastwater Cavern.
Went in via the Upper Traverse, came up the 13 pots
and back out via the Woggle Press. Damon

Friday September 8 2017 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton,
Mike Kushy, Wayne Starsmore
Big clearing session. Everything back to Strike
Chamber ready for the next bang. Geoff

Saturday September 9 2017 Rods Pot / Bath Swallet
Wayne, Duncan, Nick, Sam, Aaron, Jim

Look at the Bear Pit and Vigina Passage. Great little
trip. Jim

Saturday September 9 2017 LVS Geoff Newton, Mike
Kushy, John Gisborne, Pete Buckley

Cleared debris from PSS Rift into Triassic Tunnel and
then from there to the surface - 40 loads. The dig face,
the tiny muddy slot, is still there, slightly less muddy
(but wet). Hand-sized, over  one metre deep. Whilst
PSS was being cleared to TT, JG continued cementing
in the boulders.  Cave as cold, but not as wet as the day
outside! Pete

Saturday September 9 2017 Rods Pot / Bath Swallet
Bean, Jacob, Victor, Damon, Liam

Went in Bath and had a good look around before
moving on to Rods. On reaching the Main Chamber in
Rods we made a small detour down to the Bear Pit. On
our way out Bean took us through some small, squeezy,
body-sized tubes on our way to the exit. Damon

Sunday September 10 2017 Swildons John Cooper, Roz
Simmonds, Barry Weaver, Ric Box

Down to Sump 2. Ric’s first caving trip for several years
and his first since his hip replacement last year. 1 ½ hrs.
John

Monday September 11 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper,
Ade & Jude VdeP, Barry Weaver

Rather drippy tonight. 42 loads were hauled up the
bottom shaft. The deviation pulley on Four Tonne Shaft
was removed for posting to Nigel Graham for
refurbishment.  Two tape slings were found on the
bottom half of the split pitch - dropped from top by
unknown party? 2 hrs. John
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Thursday September 14 2017 Reservoir Hole Mike K,
Mike Moxon

Digging feet first !! Hard dig, filling boats up, feet first.
Cleared a fair bit, but need to do some fabricating of
the floor as one rock in the way causes a 10 ft climb
back before the boat can be pulled away.  So muddy!
Mike K

Thursday September 14 2017 GB Bean, Hal

Quick trip down Devil’s Elbow where a rope had been
left, but Leap of Faith was more inviting.  Round trip
to bottom of Ladder Dig, and out. Hal’s first GB trip.
Bean

Monday September 18 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper,
Will Reed, Duncan Simey

After all had viewed the bottom, lots of heavy loads
were hauled up the bottom shaft by Will, and stacked
at the base of Four Tonne Shaft by Duncan. Very drippy
again tonight. John

Wednesday September 20 2017 Lime Kiln Dig John
Cooper, Aubrey Newport

5 X 14mm holes drilled, charged and fired. Spoil
waiting removal. 2 hrs. John

Saturday September 23 2017 Swildons Jim Burridge,
Aaron Varley

Bad start to the trip.. Forgot helmets so had to go back
home. Then down to Sump 2. A little look up the
landing. Aaron’s first Sump1 with no air gap. Aaron

Saturday September 23 2017 LVS John Cooper, John
Gisborne,

Cementing at the bottom of the entrance rift. 1 ½ hrs.
John C.

Saturday September 23 2017 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton,
Mike K, Ali.

11 holes drilled, traditional set and fired. Very cold at
the dig face. Mike

Saturday September 23 2017 Swildons Mike & Robert
Thomas

Trip to Sump 9 with the boy..... now 17 ½. Mike

Sunday September 24 2017 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton,
Mike K
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Clearing bang debris, sandstone lumps found and
evidence of Copper/Malachite? Lots of crystals, might
represent a carbonite mineral vein. After clearing, a
hole appeared maybe 2 - 3 ft ahead, in the floor.
Cleared more and we discovered a 6 to 8 ft deep rift,
only about 6" wide though, passing all the way back
under us. Water can be heard ahead and a healthy
draught. The way on is forwards and down. 4.5 hrs.
Mike K

Sunday September 24 2017 Swildons Richard Carey,
Clair Cohen, John Cooper, Callum & Roz Simmonds.

An aborted “Short Round” trip. We bailed the first of
the Troubles for about half-an-hour to get a really nice
airspace through (It was overflowing when we arrived).
We could not get the Syphon to work at all. Straight to
the second Trouble, but when we got to the third one
!!!!! There wasn’t any sign of the ongoing passage,
never mind an airspace. We bailed for a while until the
dam was full and just managed to get a 1 cm airspace
with a draught. At that point we gave up and returned
the way we had come in. 3hrs. John

Monday September 25 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper,
Mike K, Ade & Jude VdeP, Barry Weaver.

Two more bags of sand taken in. Deviation pulley on
Four Tonne Shaft re-installed (thanks to Nigel Graham
for production). Then 42 loads hauled up Four Tonne
Shaft.  SRT rope removed for cleaning and inspection.
2 hrs. John

Tuesday September 26 2017 Sludge Pit Mike K

Hammer and chisel work. Cleared the rift out some
more. Drilled 9 holes. Mike

Saturday September 23 2017 OFD Bean, Mac, Hal.

What seemed dry, sunny weather outside was very wet
in the stream. We did Pendulum, pull-through and out
the bottom.  When we dropped into the streamway it
was very sporting. Bean

Wednesday September 27 2017 Lime Kiln John
Cooper, Aubrey Newport.

Six 10m holes drilled and spoil created.  1 ½ hrs. John

Thursday September 28 2017 Swildons MikeK,
Dave Ball (MCG), Glen Thomas (non-club).

Swyne-Puke round-trip. Air thick around Fault area,
water deep coming through St. Pauls.  3 ½  hrs.  Mike
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Sunday October 1 2017 Swildons John Cooper, Lee
Hawkswell.

Down to Sump 2. Had cave to ourselves. Sump 1 a
proper sump.  1 ½ hrs. John

Sunday October 1 2017 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton, Mike
K.

Taking all spoil back to the middle chamber, ready for
the next bang. Geoff

Monday October 2 2017 Spider Hole  John Cooper,
NikNak, Wayne Starsmore, Barry Weaver.

Took in the SRT rope and left it to be fitted by NikNak
who arrived later. Tightend up the hanger at the top of
Four Tonne Shaft. With Barry loading and Wayne
throwing the rocks along the tunnel and into the pit we
hauled 17 loads up the first part of Four Tonne Shaft
before being joined by NikNak to reach the 42 load
target. NikNak then went to the bottom to have a look
whilst the loads were being hauled out of the pit.
Probably need to bang the very bottom next.  Will also
need to build up the lower retaining wall.  2 ½ hrs. John

Wednesday October 4 2017 Lime Kiln John Cooper,
Aubrey Newport.

5 by 10 mm holes drilled (left-hand side and centre)
Spoil created.  1 ½ hrs. John

Saturday October 7 2017 Sludge Pit Ali Moody, Geoff
Newton, Mike K.

AM.  Using holes drilled by Mike on 26 Sept. to make
a loud noise.
PM.   Clearing spoil from the dig face to the first stacking
area. Lots of it! The way on, in a descending rift, is
getting a little larger. The draught reappeared once the
debris blocking the way on had been cleared.  Geoff.

Saturday October 7 2017 Mitchell’s Dig John Cooper,
Nigel Graham, Pete Hann, Ade VdeP, Barry Wilkinson.

Hauled 10 loads up from the intermediate stacking space
before Adrian capped a load more, which we hauled up
and stacked in the intermediate stacking space so that it
was fuller than when we started ! 3 hrs. John

Sunday October 8 2017 Swildons John Cooper, Roz
Simmonds, Chris Seal, Lee Hawkswell, Mandy Voysey,
Barry Weaver.

Went and confirmed that the Sidcot U Tube is still
sumped. Hordes and hordes of cavers this week.  2 1/4
hrs. John

Monday October 9 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper, Will
Reed, NikNak, Barry Weaver.

After collecting the hammer from the bottom, 30 loads
were hauled up Four Tonne Shaft, leaving it clear of
spoil.  Haul done in two stages as only four people. 2 1/4
hrs. John

Tuesday October 10 2017 Swildons Terry Waller, Barry
Weaver

South East Inlets.  Went in with a ladder to see if we
could climb down the pitches into the airless oxobows.
Couldn’t find any belay points! 2 1/4 hrs. Terry

Friday October 13 2017 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton, Mike
K, Wayne Starsmore.

All the accumulated spoil taken out to Strike Chamber.
Wayne dropped the hammer down the rift - more
incentive to keep going to get it back! Geoff

Saturday October 14 2017 Mitchell’s Dig John Cooper,
Pete Hann, Barry Wilkinson, Geoff Newton, Nigel
Graham.

42 loads hauled up the entrance shaft. The intermediate
stacking space is now clear.  1 ½ hrs. John

Saturday October 14 2017 Sludge Pit Mike K

Drilling, 8 holes at 500mm. Mike

Saturday October 14 2017 GB Darren Chapman, Will
Reed, Floss C-S, Chris Bonner, Wayne Starsmore.

“2nd. Saturday” trip.  Usual way down cave via rift
chamber and oxbow.  Up Ladder Dig to Bat Passage and
quick look at formations there. Then back to boulders
and climbed up and up to Disappointment Chamber.
Very nice chamber but disappointing in comparison to
Great Chamber.  Left chamber and climbed up some
more, eventually emerging in side of Great Chamber
about 3/4 of the way up. Out through holes behind the
broken column. Will had bailed the duck, so a much
more pleasant experience on the way out. Straight up
Main Chamber and back to cars.  3 ½ hrs. Wayne

Saturday October 14 2017 GB Rich and Andrea Carey,
Kit

Same trip as above but Floss and Andrea skipped the
Ladder Dig and made their way out using high level
traverse to avoid the waterfall. Rich
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Sunday October 15 2017 Swildons John Cooper, John
Gisborne, Barry Weaver.

To Sump 2. Nice airspace in Sump 1. Hordes and hordes
of people in the cave today! 1 ½ hrs. John C

Saturday October 14 2017 Swildons Paul Fretwell, Paul
Taylor.

Another re-surveying trip picking up where we left off in
July.  Covered Barne’s Loop to tie into the two ends in
the streamway, then on downstream picking off a small
inlet rising from a tiny sump, and a high-level dig up at
ceiling level.  Clearly formed in line along a fault or
similar feature.  Ended for the day at the climb up into
Tratman’s Temple at 1800 before making a good pace out
in time for dinner in a pub with members of the West
Sussex Scout caving team.  Footleg

Sunday October 15 2017 Swildons Footleg, Paul
Carruthers + 4 girl scouts and a leader.

Helped lead a scout group, 2 of whom enjoyed every
squeeze I led them through and 2 who found the ZigZags
a bit much! All happy enough after the trip, but a few tears
along the way. Footleg

Monday October 16 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper,
NikNak, Ade VdeP, Barry Weaver

Left Adrian with a mix of cement building retaining walls
at the top of Four Tonne Shaft whilst the rest of us hauled
spoil up the bottom shaft. Ade joined in after he ran out
of mortar and he and NikNak looked at the bottom before
coming out.  Only 28 loads up tonight as no loose spoil.
Measured bottom shaft at 15m before hole in floor. 2
1/4hrs. John

Tuesday October 17 2017 GB Terry Waller, Derek
Sanderson

In by Devil’s Elbow route, cross the balcony, traverse
along above the Gorge and the into the Hall and back up
to the Loop and out via Mud Passage. Terry’s 74th.
Birthday trip. Derek

Tuesday October 17 2017 Reservoir Hole Mike K, Pete
Glanville, Nick Chipchase, Chris Milne

Continuing the Jill’s Slither dig from last week. Planks
and pond-liner put into the tube to make hauling easier:
it worked! Brought capping kit to open up the entrance to
the dig: it worked! Dug more spoil (mud) 28 big buckets
cleared. Maybe 1.5  - 2 m from the furthest point can be
seen.  Very cold, continuous inwards draught, temperature

seemed to drop as we got closer to mid-day,  raining when
we came out at 3pm. Mike

Wednesday October 18 2017 Lime Kiln Dig John
Cooper, Aubrey Newport

6 X 10mm holes drilled and fired.  1 ½ hrs. John

Thursday October 19 2017 Sludge Pit John Cooper,
Damon Fentham (Mike K, Ali Moody)

Went and watched Mike and Ali setting up a charge and
then went off into Shale Series etc. etc. Came out after 1
3/4 hrs. John......
Setting off charges in pre-drilled holes. Should be into
wider stuff tomorrow (fingers crossed). Thanks to John
and Damon for their assistance. Mike
Went down to the dig site with Ali, Mike and John. Ali
and Mike showed me how they set the charges, then while
they were banging the area, John and I went off exploring
the rest of Sludge Pit. Many thanks to Mike and Ali for
taking the time to show me the dig. Damon

Friday October 20 2017 LVS John Cooper, John Gisborne

Another cementing session at the boulder choke at the
bottom of the entrance rift. John went down to the bridge
and brought back two bags of old wood, which we
brought back. 2 hrs. John

Friday October 20 2017 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton, Mike
K, Wayne Starsmore, Chris Bonner.

Clearing spoil from yesterday’s bang, most back to Strike
Chamber, with Ochre and  bits and pieces at the other
stacking space. The way on needs another 2 - 4 banging
sessions before we hit open (??) passage. We have
regained the stream from the gloopy pool so our nice
clean dig has become sludgy again (Also due to Kushy
and Wayne chain smoking!). Also Wayne gave Chris a
quick tour of the old cave before they started hauling
rocks. Geoff

Sunday October 22 2017 Sludge Pit Mike K

Drilling holes in the new rift.  7 X 500 and 2 X 400. One
hole drilled further back to make access easier. Mike

Sunday October 22 2017 Swildons Jim Burridge, John
Cooper, Lee Hawkswell, Aaron Varley, Barry

Steady trip to Fault Chamber. 2 ½ hrs. John

Wednesday September 20 2017 Illegible Cave and caver

I had permission to dig in this small cave. The entrance
was covered in a dry stone dome (?) and was walled-up
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with dry stone. Removed part of the wall and discovered a
pile of rubble. Started to remove the rubble. I will return for
further digging later.  Unknown

Tuesday October 24 2017 Swildons Terry Waller, Derek
Sanderson

Sump 1 trip. Some rock movement noted in entrance area,
particularly at the bottom of the rift at the start of the
ZigZags. Terry

Monday October 23 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper, Ade &
Jude VdeP, Barry Weaver

While Barry and Jude built up the wall of Four Tonne shaft,
Adrian and John drilled 5 holes and made spoil.  Rather wet,
causing difficult drilling. 2 ½ hrs. John

Tuesday October 24 2017 Swildons John Cooper, Claire
Cohen, Emma Gisborne

Short Round Trip. We spent 20 minutes bailing the first
trouble, having failed to get the syphon to work, even after
turning it round. Then a similar, or longer, time bailing the
third trouble. Fortunately someone had raised the dam so the
water flowed away, rather than back. Emma got rather cold
here. Finally, helmet off, face against the roof and we all
went through without any problem. On and out after 2 ½ hrs.
John

Thursday October 26 2017 Swildons Rich Carey, Matt and
Ben

Ben’s first trip down the 20. The more senior of the group
seem to be struggling with age and waistline. (Tying two
belts together worked well though). Cries of “Pull me up”
tested ability and gear! Rich

Thursday October 26 2017 Sludge Pit Mike K, Ali Moody

Banging the rift. Bit of an awkward set-up.  2 ½ hrs.Mike

Saturday October 28 2017 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton, Neil
Maine, Ali Moody, Mike K,  John Cooper

Mammoth clearing session. Thursday’s bang got us further
than expected, but the way on is a damp, squalid grovel
which is too tight to progress without yet more banging. Still
a small backlog to clear. Underwhelming...! 5 hrs. Geoff

Sunday October 29 2017 Swildons Phoenix Baum , John
Cooper, Lee Hawkswell, Chris Seal, Barry Weaver.

To Sump 2.  Cave very busy with a short hold-up at the 20.
1hr35. John

Sunday October 29 2017 Aggy Connor Roe, Claire
Cohen, Matt Jenkins, Phil Gillespie

Strong carry of some diving gear by the team to the start
of Resurection Passage. Neither Matt  nor Phil had ever
experienced the delights of Southern Stream Passage.
They had their image of it warped the night before by
members of the SWCC. They offered to do it again, so
it can’t have been that bad! Connor

Tuesday October 31 2017 Tynings Barrow Swallet
Derek Sanderson, Terry Waller.

New lock and key! 1 hr 35. Derek

Tuesday October 31 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper,
Ade & Jude VdeP, Barry Weaver

New drag-tray and haul lines taken in for bottom tunnel.
Broken ladder removed. 2 hrs. John

Friday November 3 2017 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton,
Mike K

More spoil clearing. Cleared back from the 26 Oct bang.
About halfway to clear the band down from 28 Oct.
Would go easier with more help! 5 ½ hrs Mike, 3 ½ hrs
Geoff. Geoff

Saturday November 4 2017 LVS Pete Buckley, Mike
K, Ali Moody, Geoff Newton

A very useful session to tidy up the bridge area over
PSS Rift. All unwanted timber removed. A lid was
made for the   PSS trapdoor and recovered with the
conveyor belt. With this complete we were able to start
clearing the bang and flood debris from the end of
Triassic Tunnel. Working in two stages we were able
to remove 27 loads to the surface. The same amount
remains and will need clearing next session. Ali

Sunday November 5 2017 Sludge Pit Mike K, Geoff
Newton

Clearing all leftover spoil back to 7 Ways Chamber.
Dig face clear and ready for the next chemical persuader
to step in. More help needed in the future, for sure. Mike

Tuesday November 7 2017 Sludge Pit Terry Waller,
Derek Sanderson

To the crawl and look into the chamber/grotto at the
end of Skeleton Series. Fomations in Sludge Pit !!!
Terry
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Back Cover Gingling  Hole
Photo:    Clive Westlake

Tim Rose has created a website called 'The Caves of Portland, Dorset'. It’s a seriously well laid-out and informative site
and well worth a leisurely browse through, even if Portland caving is something of a minority hobby. Possibly a venue
for a future WCC “Away Weekend”?
https://sites.google.com/view/the-caves-of-portland/home

Transcribing the WCC Log-Books.
Since October  2006 I have been transcribing every word in the Upper Pitts Log-Books. Initially, and for some years, I
then published edited-out extracts in the journal. I passed over the publishing choice and responsibilities to my successors
as editors, but continued with a 100% transcription which I simply passed on to them. Phil Hendy has the original
Log-Books in the Library Archives. The typed-up transcriptions are on CDs. In many ways these are the history of the
WCC, and I think that these transcriptions merit the effort involved, but I would be a happy bunny if someone else would
take over this responsibility from me. The only real qualification is to be a touch-typist (and an absolutely ace handwriting
decypherist......).

Grotte  Estevan   Photo:  Clive Westlake
Editor’s Note. All Clive Westlake’s photographs  were taken  in 2016.

Last minute jottings

Noel
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